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Wish app not showing order history

What should I do? There is no way to contact someone wish, just a robot. I can't cancel my order because it's not in my order history... Should I just wait and see if he's coming? Should I contact my bank? Page 2 6 comments I had to reset my phone and install the preference app again, I have items ordered some time ago but can not
follow the items because there is no history, I signed up with email address and Facebook as well. I have emails about my orders, but when I open them, I get an error message 404, what it is, my bank account shows that I paid for the goods, but just can not get any information, the program assistance feature does not help at all
Wish.com is an e-commerce platform program that offers buyers amazing prices for goods sold worldwide. Founded in 2010 by Peter Szulczewski and Danny Zhang, the platform is similar to eBay and Amazon. This allows sellers to list their products and sell directly to consumers, bypassing the middle man known as the store. Wish.com
is one of the main marketplaces for goods from China sold worldwide. Wish is a platform for sellers optimized to sell directly to buyers and they only handle payments. Wish.com started out as a website for people to create lists of what they wanted for weddings or other events. The company itself contacted the sellers and traders of these
products and started to develop a sales programme for these goods. Wish takes a share of each sale as a host site for traders. Wish.com contacted Amazon and Alibaba to sell them their platform, but she rejected that offer ever. Wish is now a direct competitor to established marketplaces. The company's headquarters are officially
located in San Francisco, USA, but Wish has different offices around the world. Wish is the fastest growing program with more than 800 employees who work in more than 130 countries. Where does Wish come from? Wish.com serves consumers all over the world from China. It's like Amazon and eBay online stores. It's easy to work for
Wish sellers. All they need to do is add a product locally, buyers search for it directly and can easily handle payments from sellers and sellers. Every day, many sellers add products with detailed Wish.com that you can see in a visualized format. How long does sending from Wish take? Wish delivery time depends on the final destination.
Typically, delivery of an order at the default location takes between 15 and 45 days. If the order is placed in China, it takes from a few days to one week almost to deliver your wish parcel. Most wish orders are from Alibaba, so it's obvious that it's time to take your wish list. It depends on the seller you have chosen for your product.
Sometimes you will receive your Wish delivery within a week, and sometimes it will take months, you will arrive at the proposed location. When you place your order, you should receive a confirmation email about your preference order from the seller and all your request for delivery details. You are also take advantage of the same day
wish delivery option if you need an urgent parcel. To get a faster wish delivery time you need to pay additional fees of approximately $5.99. Wish offers this service, especially to their loyal customers. What are Wish express delivery methods? This option speeds up the delivery of items; assessment of transit time from 5 to 7 working days.
(not delivered on public holidays or Saturdays). This program is only available for specific products and specific vendors. Only selected regions are allowed to participate in the Wish Express programme. Wish Express can participate in selected countries (see Wish.com). The faster a trader Wish.com his item, the better their rating. They
must reduce the waiting time and process orders within a day or two of receipt in order to gain greater visibility. Wish Express shipments must arrive on time at least 95% of the time to meet the requirements. Traders must be penalised if they do not comply with the conditions of Wish.com, for damaged or lost goods, so that their accounts
are suspended and removed from the list of traders. Wish uses a reliable courier network to deliver all over the world. They must be confirmed by courier/carrier at the end of business day 5 after receipt of the order and must be confirmed as delivered within 10 working days. Additional time is offered if the request for confirmation of the
address is issued within 2 business days of the order if the order is cancelled, for example, before the order is shipped. An order that violates a delivery requirement and which needs to be returned is 100% the liability of the trader. They must fully reimburse the goods and the ship costs. Customer Wish.com is not responsible for fulfilling
customer orders. How to track a package from Wish? You are offered the opportunity to check your wish card via WishPost. Tracking your Wish package will be monitored by this tool offered by Wish when you visit the site, just go to the presentation tracking option. To track your wish shipment, you must select a company website. You
are assigned a unique Wish tracking number for your parcel. All you need to do is enter a number and press the button to check the tracking information. You will receive all the information about your presentation. Sometimes it is difficult to go to websites and find every thing with an obstacle. People always worry and ask themselves how
to follow my wish order. To make it easier to track Wish, you can simply go to the Ship24 website and just enter your Wish tracking number to find your Wish delivery information. In summary, with your tracking number, you can search your package through Wish.com to see where it is, or you can use a third-party website to help you find
out where it is like Ship24! Many of these packages are easier to track when they are issued with an observation number for the country they are travelling to. the vessel24 makes its country monitoring number more understandable and easier to track. What is the cost of sending Wish? Wish shipping price varies depending on the
characteristics of the product. The weight, size and end destination of the product are the number of costs of sending wish. Wish shipping cost applies to one item but one order. Wish items are ordered from multiple stores, so shipping costs vary. How to get free delivery wish? There are offers wish free shipping for you with certain
challenges. The Wish app is designed for your convenience and you can search for a free delivery in the search engine to get Wish free delivery offers. If you shop on holidays, you will be offered a free delivery option or at least reduced the cost of your Wish delivery. You can also get a promo code for Wish for free delivery. Wish
presentation gives you a promo if you look at the most popular products in the App. Push messages contain new promotional codes. Your email is also full of new promotional codes; only you need to read the letter with attention. How do I cancel my order wish? You can cancel your Wish booking if you made it by mistake. You must go to
the order history and find the option customer service. So you can get help from the Wish Assistant to cancel your order. With this option, you can cancel your order without having to charge your parcel. Remember one thing, you can cancel your Wish booking within 8 hours of delivery. If your Wish order has already been sent, you will not
be allowed to choose the cancellation option. Waiting for preference orders is a problem in some cases facing buyers. If your order is not yet complete, your salesperson may not have confirmed it yet. Or some other issues, such as not receiving payment through bank or debit card problems. Once your order is confirmed, you will receive
it on time. If you encounter problems with the Wish parcel, you can notify Wish customer service for help. After confirmation of the wish order, you are allowed to constantly check your wish parcel. Wish delivery time is estimated in the confirmation email and you will definitely receive an order for some time. Once you place an order, you
can follow by visiting the Wish website. Another easy way to track your Wish package is to go to the Ship24 website. This versatile platform will help you learn more about your Wish parcel. You will need to put the wish tracking number in the search bar enter the tracking number. You will receive all the necessary information about your
Wish delivery, the courier used and the main delivery dates. Sumup: Which, shopping and tracking how it works? Wish.com vendors from all over the world that your packages can come from everywhere. There are rules that traders have to follow to remain sellers Wish.com. One of these rules confirm the purchase and send or contact
the customer within 2 business days of placing the order. Most wish.com products wish.com use WishPost and easily sequence Ship24.com or WishPost tracking feature on their website. The app itself also stays in your purchase account and you can view it at any time to see when it was sent and when it will arrive. Tracking Wish.com
depends on where it comes from shipping and the carriers that transport them around the world. Most shippers are in China, so your first tracking numbers will be from China Post (economical option) until they reach your country, then they will be transferred to the national mail carrier for most of the last mile delivery time. A large
percentage of goods comes from China, but there are others located in locations around the world, such as the United States and India. You'll need to make sure you know where and how your package will come, so you can estimate the time you'll get you. Your package should contain two letters, a series of 9 numbers and two letters
indicating the country of origin to the country of destination. These tracking numbers make it easy to track from China to a country of delivery, such as the US or UK. The better the review gives the customer, the more stars the trader gets, which leads to higher lists and greater visibility. Traders are encouraged to first meet the needs of
their customers and send urgently to increase visibility and rating on the site. Shop Citizenship Creation Date Delivery Time American 2010 15 to 45 days days
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